
BOKSA 2 box shelf plywood white (Art# 6312)
https://www.woodandmore.de/boksa-2-box-shelf-plywood-white__6312.htm

Price per item: 129.90 €
(incl. VAT, excl. Shipping)

 Wood / Finish / Color
plywood white; back bordeaux

 Size
W/H/D 73.8 x 36.6 x 33 cm
Inner height: 33 cm
Inner width: 70cm
Inner depth: 31,6 cm 

 Delivery content
1 BOKSA (consisting of 4 plywood elements), assembly
material, back wall, assembly instruction

Cable holes: Please state how many back walls should get a
cable hole.

Please order case legs, double casters and anti-slip
bumpons separately. Optional: adjustable furniture glides to
protect flooring and to compensate for uneven floors (Item
no. 6310 - Adjustable furniture glides with screw-ins for
Boksa, 4pcs set.)

 Material
The modular storage cubes BOKSA consists of 18mm birch
plywood with a colored surface. With wooden back panels.
Available with cable hole.
BOKSA can be stacked simply by additional anti-slip
bumpons.

 

Short information on plywood: plywood is multilayered and
grouted solid wood veneer with a resin-coated surface in
different colors. The plywood edges are natural and
untreated. Detailed information on the base material and
the properties in the material overview.

 Usage
The modular cubic storage system BOKSA transforms into a
various selection of different pieces of furniture - as a single
cube with double casters BOKSA forms a rollable hifi or TV
rack, a flower rack or a flexible side table.
Two or more modules stacked form a spacious shelving unit
for folder, books, journals, vinyl records or storage boxes.
Transform your BOKSA into a sideboard, lowboard or a
highboard - stacked alternatingly BOKSA functions as a
colorful and spacious room divider which can be accessed
from both sides.

 Capacity
When used with furniture glides or case legs, 3 modules can
be stacked freely. If you like to stack more than 3 BOKSA, a

wall-fixing is recommended. When
equipped with double casters we
recommend to use only single
modules. 

 Extras / Special
BOKSA is stackable, rollable and
equipped with lots of functional
and colorful options and
accessories. 

 Weight including packing
material in kg
12.50
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